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August 26, 2021
Summit County Council
Caroline Rodriguez, Executive Director
S.R. 224 Bus Rapid Transit Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA)

Requested Board Action
Adopt the revised Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) of S.R. 224 both side running Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
from Kimball Junction to the Old Town Transit Center (OTTC).
Background
Transit improvements along S.R. 224 have been evaluated and identified in numerous planning studies
completed for the study area since 2011, most notably including the S.R. 224 Valley to Mountain Transit
Alternatives Analysis that identified the LPA.
In 2016, Summit County, in collaboration with several project partners including Park City, UDOT, the Utah
Transit Authority (UTA), Salt Lake City Corporation, and the Wasatch Front Regional Council, initiated the
Valley to Mountain Transit Alternatives Analysis to build on findings from previous studies in the study area,
including Park City and Summit County’s short-and long-term transportation plans and the S.R. 224 Shared
Shoulder initiative with the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) (implemented in 2014), and to
further evaluate options for improved public transit service along the S.R. 224 corridor.
The AA was a 20-month collaborative effort among Summit County and the other partners. Key staff from
each partner entity participated in the partner steering committee that met throughout the AA process to
guide the project. The process also included coordination with other local policy groups and public outreach
to the community at large.
The study team developed multiple alternatives and performed two levels of screening and evaluation to
determine the suitability of the alternatives based on the previously defined project objectives and
project’s purpose and need. Through a collaborative effort, the study team first evaluated a wide variety of
transit technology options for S.R. 224 between Kimball Junction and Park City. Two technology options
passed Level 1 screening including hybrid/electric bus rapid transit (BRT) and rapid streetcar/light rail transit
(LRT).
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Once the transit technology options were screened and the two most promising options selected, the study
team conducted a second evaluation to determine the footprint within the S.R. 224 corridor for the transit
solution’s alignment: down the center of, running on one side of, or running on both sides of S.R. 224. The
study team analyzed the benefits, costs, and impacts of BRT and rapid streetcar/LRT in the S.R. 224 corridor
for the three alignment configurations and recommended a Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) for further
study in the AA report.
After reviewing the technical results and listening to feedback from the public, the project partners selected
bus rapid transit (BRT) running along both sides of S.R. 224 from the Kimball Junction Transit Center to a
proposed new transit center on Bonanza Drive just south of Kearns Boulevard (S.R. 248) as the Locally
Preferred Alternative (LPA). It’s important to note that the LPA that was described in the AA report didn’t
follow the alignment of the Electric Xpress/10 White bus south of S.R. 248 (Kearns Boulevard). At the time,
Park City preferred that the BRT terminate on Bonanza Drive at the proposed Bonanza Park arts and culture
district, which is planned to include housing and businesses on just over 5 acres of land between Kearns
Boulevard and Bonanza Drive (see Figure 1, Study Extent). The LPA recommended in the AA report was
adopted by the Park City Council and the Summit County Council on June 26 and June 27, 2018, respectively
and is recognized as part of their master transportation plans.
Since the AA process, Summit County and Park City have abandoned the Bonanza Drive terminus and have
moved the southern terminus to the Park City Old Town Transit Center, to mirror the full, current extent of
the Electric Xpress/10 White service and support a year-round destination to Park City’s Old Town. The 7.1mile fixed-guideway BRT system will operate in 12-foot-wide dedicated transit lanes on each side of S.R.
224 for about 5.3 miles between Olympic Boulevard and the Kearns Boulevard intersection. The BRT will
operate in mixed-flow traffic between the Kimball Junction Transit Hub and Olympic Boulevard and will also
merge into mixed-flow traffic south of the Kearns Boulevard intersection enroute to the Old Town Transit
Center.
Special design features will enhance the BRT travel experience, especially in areas of mixed traffic
operation. Elements such as traffic signal prioritization (TSP) and queue jump lanes will help prioritize buses
and provide them with right-of-way privileges in the mixed-flow lane sections.

Updated alignment figure attached
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